SIT to be full-fledged university by 2014

Work-cum-study scheme a feature of its autonomous varsity blueprint

As the Republic's fifth and seventh universities, the two should be expected to provide the bulk of the additional places yearly, and raise the cohort participation rate from the current 27 per cent to 40 per cent by 2020.

These are two-year programmes catering mainly to part-time students who have already found employment, and are part of a modular framework that allows them to be stacked one on top of another.

These new programmes are not finalised. Senior Minister of State for Education Lawrence Wong, who led the committee that looked into the expansion, said SIT was picked to offer the applied degree pathway because it already had many elements of such a model.

"We believe having close links with the industry. Last year, there were 14 industry partners sponsoring scholarships for all per cent of its students. MOS noted in a press statement yesterday that SIT's current degree programmes already have a 'strong applied element', such as in engineering and allied health.

When asked if polytechnics students will take to the cooperative programme requiring them to combine work and study, Prof Tan said such an education is not just for the students, but for the employers.

"That is the value we add in that they realize it was 'not too much of a trade-off' when their value was pointed out to them. If you tell students what a co-op programme entails and it is not just an extended internship, they realize it was 'not too much of a trade-off' when it was pointed out to them."

UniSIM was selected for its "strong applied element", noted the ministry. The programmes at the university will be carefully selected to ensure they build on what is taught in class.
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